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Abstract—Large-scale datacenters have been widely used to host cloud services, which are typically allocated to different virtual
machines (VMs) through resource multiplexing across shared physical servers. While recent studies have primarily focused on
harnessing live migration of VMs to achieve load balancing and power saving among different servers, there has been little attention
on the incurred performance interference and cost on both source and destination servers during and after such VM migration. To
avoid potential violations of service-level-agreement (SLA) demanded by cloud applications, this paper proposes iAware, a lightweight
interference-aware VM live migration strategy. It empirically captures the essential relationships between VM performance interference
and key factors that are practically accessible, through realistic experiments of benchmark workloads on a Xen virtualized cluster
platform. iAware jointly estimates and minimizes both migration and co-location interference among VMs, by designing a simple multiresource demand-supply model. Extensive experiments and complementary large-scale simulations are conducted to validate the
performance gain and runtime overhead of iAware in terms of I/O and network throughput, CPU consumption and scalability, compared
to the traditional interference-unaware VM migration approaches. Moreover, we demonstrate that iAware is flexible enough to cooperate
with existing VM scheduling or consolidation policies in a complementary manner, such that the load balancing or power saving can
still be achieved without sacrificing performance.
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I NTRODUCTION

V

IRTUALIZATION is widely deployed in large-scale
datacenters, due to its ability to isolate colocated application workloads, and its efficiency for resource multiplexing. Most real-world Infrastructure-as-aService (IaaS) cloud platforms [1], such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [2], take advantage of virtualization to provide flexible and economical computing
capacity for tenants, while statistically guaranteeing the
service-level-agreement (SLA) in terms of throughput,
delays, and the successful requests served. In particular,
live migration of running virtual machines (VMs) [3]
across distinct physical machines (PMs) serves as the
cornerstone of realizing load balancing [4] and power
saving [5]–[7] functions in such modern datacenters.
There are two types of underlying performance interference that cannot be overlooked, on both the migration
source and destination servers, during and after live migrations. (1) Migration interference. It has been observed
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cess of VM(s), the migrated VM(s) and the other running
VMs hosted on both source and destination PMs could
undergo severe performance degradation [8], [9]. (2)
Co-location interference. Current virtual machine monitor
(VMM) like Xen [10] only provides resource isolation
among co-located VMs by CPU core reservations and
static partition of memory and disk capacities. However,
it has been shown that resource isolation does not imply
performance isolation between VMs [11]. Meanwhile,
resources like cache space, memory bandwidth and the
interconnection network are very hard to be isolated
in practice [12]. Hence, even with built-in performance
isolation mechanisms across VMs, it is not uncommon
for the resumed VM after migration and other co-located
VMs at the destination PM to suffer from additional
performance losses [5], due to potential resource contention. As a result, it is essential to make correct VM
migration decisions, such that both migration and colocation interference can be alleviated in a holistic manner,
in order to avoid potential violations of the cloud SLA.
Recently, there have been a number of studies on VM
migration, which primarily focused on the migration
costs of an individual migrated VM, in terms of the
duration, downtime, bandwidth and power consumption [13], as well as SLA violations on the migrated
VM [7], [14]. There has been little attention on the mutual
interference among a cluster of VMs across migration
source and destination PMs, during and after the migration. There have also been investigations on VM migration and VM co-location interference separately, with
respect to multi-dimensional resources such as the cache,
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memory bandwidth [15] and network bandwidth [16].
However, there has been no systematical study on jointly
measuring, analyzing and mitigating both the VM migration interference and co-location interference. As a
result, though a VM migration operation itself might
not incur considerable cost, it is possible that the VMs
hosted on a chosen destination PM result in performance
interference with the migrated VMs during and after
the migration process, which brings additional costs
eventually.
To address these challenges, in this paper, we present
iAware, a lightweight interference-aware VM live migration strategy. It empirically captures the essential relationships between VM performance interference and key
factors that are practically accessible, through realistic
experiments of benchmark workloads on a Xen virtualized cluster platform. iAware jointly estimates and minimizes both migration and co-location interference among
VMs, by designing a simple multi-resource demand-supply
estimation model that unifies the key factors. Such factors include multi-dimensional resource utilization measured at both PMs and VMs, the number of co-located
VMs, network interrupts inside VMs, cache miss ratios in
PMs and VMs, as well as the I/O and VCPU scheduling
mechanisms adopted in the VMM (e.g., Xen).
We conduct extensive experiments and complementary large-scale simulations to evaluate the performance
and runtime overhead of iAware in terms of I/O and
network throughput, CPU consumption and its scalability, compared with traditional interference-unaware
VM migration approaches. We demonstrate that under a
mix of representative workloads, iAware can qualitatively
estimate VM performance interference, and improve:
(1) I/O and network throughput by 65% for networkintensive workloads, and (2) execution durations and
the total amount of successfully served requests by
16%-28% for workloads that are CPU, memory and
network-intensive, in comparison to the First-Fit Decreasing (FFD) [7] and Sandpiper [4] algorithms. Meanwhile, the runtime overhead of iAware in terms of CPU
consumption and network I/O usage is shown to be
practically acceptable, even when it scales to thousands
of VMs.
To the best of our knowledge, iAware represents the
first attempt to design and implement an interferenceaware VM live migration strategy, with a particular
focus on characterizing and minimizing the performance
interference during and after the migration of VMs.
Moreover, our strategy is sufficiently flexible to cooperate with existing VM scheduling or consolidation policies in a complementary manner, in order to achieve
load balancing [17] or power saving [18]–[20] without
sacrificing performance.

2

U NDERSTANDING VM I NTERFERENCE

In this section, we first seek to understand the following
questions: how severe the performance interference could be
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TABLE 1: Representative benchmark workloads of datacenters.
Workloads

Type

Programs

SPECCPU2006 [21]
netperf [22]
Hadoop [23]
NASA parallel
benchmark [24]

CPU, memory-intensive
Network-intensive
CPU, network-intensive
CPU, memory, and
network-intensive
CPU, memory, and
network-intensive

gobmk, mcf
netperf TCP
TeraSort

SPECweb2005 [25]

ft
banking

during and after the migration of VMs, and what are the key
factors that impact such performance interference?
We build a Xen [10] virtualized cluster platform based
on 10 enterprise-class PMs to capture VM performance
interference, under a variety of typical datacenter application workloads as characterized in Table 1. Specifically,
each PM is equipped with 2 quad-core Intel Xeon E5620
2.40 GHz processors, 12 MB shared last level cache, 24
GB memory, 800 GB network file system (NFS) storage,
and two 1 Gbps Ethernet interfaces used for the NFS
storage traffic and VM application traffic (including the
VM migration traffic), respectively. All PMs are connected to a 1 Gbps network switch, forming a one-tier
tree network topology. The PMs are running CentOS 5.5
distribution and the Linux 2.6.18.8-Xen kernel patched
with Xen 4.1.1 [10], which is an open-source VMM responsible for creating multiple guest domains (i.e., VMs)
on a PM. The VMs are running CentOS 5.5 with Linux
2.6.18.8 kernel, and they can access the resources of PMs
via a privileged domain called domain-0. All image files
of VMs, which maintain the operating system and user
data of VMs, can be accessed through NFS storage.
TABLE 2: VM types and parameter setting of Xen Credit Scheduler [26].
VM Type

VCPUs

Memory

weight

cap

Small VM instance
Large VM instance
domain-0

1
4
1

1.7 GB
7.5 GB
2 GB

256
256
512

100
400
0

In accordance to the production standard of VM instances in Amazon EC2 [2], the VMs in our platform
are configured as two representative classes: the standard
small VM instance with 1 virtual CPU core (VCPU) and
1.7 GB memory versus the standard large VM instance
with 4 VCPU cores and 7.5 GB memory. The domain0 runs on 1 VCPU core and 2 GB memory. To share
the physical CPU cores (PCPUs) among VMs including
domain-0, we adopt the Xen Credit Scheduler [26] with
the setting of weight and cap parameters listed in Table 2.
In particular, to ensure that domain-0 gets enough CPU
time for serving I/O requests from VMs, we assign a
double weight (i.e., 512) than other types of VMs and zero
upper cap of CPU cycles to domain-0 [27]. Meanwhile,
as Xen does not support memory over-subscription in
production, we allocate an amount of non-overlapped
memory to each domain as in [28].
Without loss of generality, we use a four-tuple array V U hV Uc , V Um , V Ui , V Uo i to denote the multidimensional virtual resource utilization ratio (including
CPU, memory, network in- and out-throughput) and as
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Fig. 1: Network throughput of the netperf TCP
application hosted on two large VM instances,
during the live migration of another large idle
VM instance.
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Fig. 2: V U of the large VM instance hosting
the mcf application on the migration source
PM, during the live migration of a large VM
instance running the mcf application.

a ratio of the maximal resource capacity of a VM, where
V Uc , V Um , V Ui , V Uo ∈ [0, 1]. Correspondingly, we use
another four-tuple array P U hP Uc , P Um , P Ui , P Uo i to
denote the multi-dimensional physical resource utilization
ratio and as a ratio of the maximal resource capacity of
a PM, where P Uc , P Um , P Ui , P Uo ∈ [0, 1]. For simplicity,
we calculate P U as the ratio of the aggregate resource
consumption of all hosted VMs (including domain-0) to
the corresponding physical resource capacity of the PM.
We develop a resource tracing tool to record V U
inside each VM, by acquiring the resource utilization
information of CPU, memory and network bandwidth
from the Linux ’proc’ file system (including ’/proc/stat’
file, ’/proc/net/dev’ file and ’/proc/meminfo’ file). Furthermore, we capture the statistics of cache misses and
cache requests in PMs and VMs using the systemwide statistical profiler for Linux systems, called Oprofile
v0.97 [29], patched with the xenoprof (Oprofile-0.95-xenpatch) [30] customized for Xen VMs. In particular, the
cache miss ratio is calculated as the statistics of cache
misses divided by that of cache requests in PMs or VMs.
2.1

CPU
memory

VM Migration Interference

We measure VM migration interference with representative applications categorized in Table 1. To reserve
bandwidth for other VM applications, we enable the rate
limiting mechanism [3] in Xen, by restricting the network
bandwidth for VM migration within 300-600 Mbps.
To emulate a network-intensive scenario, we launch
two large VM instances denoted by vm01 and vm02 on
one PM. Specifically, vm02 is idle and vm01 is running
the netperf [22] application to transmit a TCP stream to
another large VM instance vm03 hosted on another PM.
Fig. 1 plots the network throughput of vm01 and vm03,
when vm02 is migrated to the PM hosting vm03. We
observe that the V Uo of vm01 and the V Ui of vm03 have
dropped substantially, from 925 Mbps to around 600
Mbps, during the live migration process of vm02. Such
performance degradation lasts for up to 203 seconds due
to the memory transmission of a large idle VM instance,
and it will become worse when migrating a VM with a
high memory dirtying rate. Even the migration of one
small idle VM instance can last for about 54 seconds
in this scenario. This quantitatively shows the severe
VM migration interference on both migration source and
destination PMs, even with the rate limiting mechanism
enabled in Xen. Though [11] has achieved performance
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Fig. 3: V U of the domain-0 on the migration
source PM, during the live migration of a large
VM instance running the mcf application.

isolation of network bandwidth between VMs, it actually sacrifices the performance of some victim VMs. In
case that the network bandwidth for VM migration is
restricted as a victim, the migrated VM could undergo
a long period of migration process and downtime, and
thus experience severe performance degradation.
We further examine VM migration interference in the
CPU and memory-intensive scenarios, by carrying out
the mcf application of SPECCPU2006 [21] in vm01, vm02
and vm03. To exclude the co-location interference, we pin
VCPUs of vm01 and vm02 separately to the two CPU
processors on the source PM. After the live migration of
vm02, the VCPUs of vm02 and vm03 are correspondingly
pinned to the two CPU processors on the destination
PM. Our experimental result has shown that the execution durations of the mcf application on vm01 and vm03
are extended by 45-50 seconds due to the live migration
of vm02. Furthermore, Fig. 2 reveals that the V Uc of
vm01 is moderately affected by the migration of vm02,
while the V Um of vm01 remains unchanged during the
migration process. As a result, we infer that VM live
migration has a moderate impact on the performance of
CPU and memory-intensive workloads on the migration
source and destination PMs.
While the experiments above illustrate VM migration
interference from the viewpoint of guest domains (i.e.,
a black-box way), Fig. 3 takes a closer look into the
V U of the domain-0 on the migration source PM during
the migration of a large VM instance running the mcf
application (i.e., a white-box way). We observe that the
V Um of the domain-0 on the source PM remains nearly
zero and the V Uc of the domain-0 varies from 6%-25%. In
sharp contrast, the V Uo varies from 31%-92% even with
the rate limiting mechanism enabled in Xen. In addition,
the V Uc and V Um of the domain-0 on the destination PM
are almost the same as that on the source PM, and the
V Ui of the domain-0 can also vary from 31%-91%.
In summary, our findings above capture the migration interference in both black- and white-box manners,
rather than treating it as a constant value of application
performance degradation (e.g., the increase in response
time) from the viewpoint of guest domains [7], [31]. In
essence, VM live migration can be treated as a networkintensive and CPU-moderate application in domain-0,
and it interferes with the VMs running network or
CPU-intensive workloads on both migration source and
destination PMs. The rationale is that, the aggregated
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Fig. 4: The performance degradation of the
gobmk, mcf, and netperf TCP applications, as
the number of co-located VMs increases from
1 to 11, due to VM co-location interference.
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Fig. 5: The percentage of VCPU queueing
time in the execution duration of gobmk and
mcf applications, with different numbers of colocated VMs on the PM.

network bandwidth and CPU computation “demand” of the
domain-0 and other co-located VMs cannot be satisfied by the
resource “supply” on the source and destination PMs.
In order to avoid the severe migration interference on
the network I/O resource, the best practices for several commercial virtualization platforms (e.g., VMware
vSphere [32]) have recently recommended a dedicated
network for live VM migration. To emulate such a cloud
platform, we configure our experimental setup so that
the migration traffic passes through the Ethernet interface for the NFS storage traffic, and re-run our experiments above. As expected, the migration interference on
the network I/O resource is completely alleviated. However, the migration interference on the CPU resource and
migrated VMs still exists, similar to the shared network
scenario. We will consider the case with a dedicated
migration network in the iAware model in Sec. 3.1.
2.2

0.6

gobmk
mcf

VM Co-location Interference

Next, we measure and analyze VM co-location interference to answer two questions: (1) What is the relationship
between VM co-location interference and the number of colocated VMs? (2) What are the key factors that can reflect
VM co-location interference? In the next experiment, we
use Ph to denote the PM that hosts multiple VMs,
and Nvm to denote the number of co-located VMs on
Ph . Specifically, we take the small VM instance as an
example and vary Nvm from one to eleven. The VMs
are running the gobmk, mcf and netperf workloads as
in Sec. 2.1. To quantify VM co-location interference, we
define a performance degradation metric as the ratio of the
degraded performance, in terms of the increase of execution durations or the decrease of network throughput,
to the original performance when the respective VMs are
running alone on Ph .
Fig. 4 depicts the performance degradation with the
gobmk, mcf and netperf TCP applications in co-located
VMs, as Nvm increases from 1 to 11. We observe that
VM co-location interference is highly correlated to Nvm .
The more VMs Ph hosts, the more severe VM co-location
interference becomes. The rationale is that, the aggregated
shared resource “demands” of co-located VMs increase dramatically as Ph hosts more VMs, which far exceeds the fixed
amount of shared resource “supply” on Ph . In more detail,
(1) VM co-location interference under CPU and memoryintensive applications (e.g., gobmk, mcf) is roughly linear
to Nvm . In particular, the co-location interference with
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Fig. 6: The cache miss ratio of the PM with
different numbers of co-located VMs hosting
the gobmk and mcf applications.

VM over-subscription (Nvm > 8) is more severe than that
without VM over-subscription (Nvm ≤ 8). (2) Moreover,
the co-location interference of mcf applications is generally more severe than that of gobmk applications. (3)
Finally, the co-location interference of network-intensive
applications (e.g., netperf) can be empirically quantified
1
. As a result, the simple factor Nvm can be used
as 1− Nvm
to estimate VM co-location interference among similar
types of co-located workloads.
Essentially, observation (1) can be explained by the
VCPU scheduling mechanisms of the Xen Credit Scheduler [26]. Specifically, to share the physical CPU resources, each PCPU maintains two local queues (i.e., over
and under) of active VCPUs. The VCPUs with negative
credits join the over queue, while the VCPUs with positive
credits join the under queue. Each VM (VCPU) is allocated
with an amount of credits. At every scheduling time, the
VCPU at the head of the under queue is scheduled to run
on the PCPU, which consumes credits of the scheduled
VCPU. Accordingly, the more active VMs (VCPUs) the
PM over-subscribes, the longer time VCPUs have to
wait in the queue, which hence results in severe VM
interference. As shown in Fig. 5, the VCPU queueing
time is nearly zero when there is no over-subscription
(Nvm ≤ 8). When over-subscription occurs (Nvm > 8),
the VCPU queueing time shows a roughly linear increase.
In particular, the percentage of VCPU queueing time
in the execution duration of applications is capped by
Nvcpu
Npcpu − 1, where Nvcpu and Npcpu denote the number of
VCPUs and PCPUs hosted on Ph , respectively.
Next, observation (2) can be explained by: the heavy
contention on cache space and memory bandwidth will
lead to severe co-location interference [15], [33]. Specifically, we use the cache miss ratio and physical memory
utilization P Um to estimate the cache and memory bandwidth contention on a PM, based on the rationale that the
severe cache and memory bandwidth contention will be
likely to cause more cache misses and higher memory
utilization. As shown in Fig. 6, the cache miss ratios
of the PM Ph for both the gobmk and mcf applications
basically follow the trend of their respective performance
degradation in Fig. 4 without VM over-subscription.
In addition, our resource tracing tool reveals that the
memory utilization P Um of Ph is linear to Nvm , which
can also explain the performance degradation of gobmk
and mcf applications in Fig. 4.
Finally, observation (3) is explained by Xen I/O mech-
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anisms [27]: the Xen backend driver in domain-0 manages the I/O rings from the running VMs in a simple
round-robin manner [10]. Virtual hardware (i.e., network)
interrupts of VMs are sent to the backend driver through
the event channel, and such events are processed in
strict round-robin order in the backend driver to ensure fairness [27]. Accordingly, the Nvm co-located VMs
running netperf applications on a PM roughly share
the total network bandwidth Bm of the PM. Hence,
m
.
the network throughput of each VM is around NBvm
Since the netperf application tends to make full use of
Bm when it runs alone on the PM, the performance
degradation of Nvm co-located VMs can be quantified
1
m
)/Bm = 1 − Nvm
. In summary, the three
as (Bm − NBvm
explanations above inspire us to utilize not only V U
and P U but also the cache miss ratio and VM network
interrupts as the key factors, in order to reflect VM colocation interference, as we will elaborate in Sec. 3.

3 A S IMPLE
TERFERENCE

E STIMATION M ODEL

OF

VM I N -

Based on the empirical understanding above, how can
we effectively estimate both VM migration interference and
VM co-location interference in a holistic manner? As evidenced by Sec. 2, both VM migration and co-location
interference can be essentially viewed as the mismatch
between aggregated resources “demands” of co-located
VMs (including the migrated VM and domain-0) and
shared resources “supply” provided by the migration
source and destination PMs. In response, we design
a simple multi-resource demand-supply model [34] in
iAware, which unifies the key factors that are previously
identified in Sec. 2. The notations used in our estimation
model are summarized in Table 3.
3.1 Demand-Supply Model of VM Migration Interference
As demonstrated in Sec. 2.1, VM live migration can be
viewed as a network-intensive and CPU-moderate application in domain-0, which implies that migrating VMs on
the PMs with heavy I/O and CPU contention will cause
severe migration interference. This inspires us to model
VM migration interference as a function of network I/O
contention and CPU resource contention on both migration
source and destination PMs, which highly depends on
Xen I/O mechanisms [27] and VCPU scheduling mechanisms [26], as we elaborated in Sec. 2.2.
We first estimate the network I/O interference among
VMs based on Xen I/O mechanisms [27]. Specifically,
we use the number of network interrupts inside a VM
to reflect its network I/O “demand.” As the virtual interrupts from all VMs on a PM are eventually handled by
the backend driver in domain-0, the number of network
interrupts in domain-0 can be regarded as how many I/O
“demands” from all VMs are “satisfied” by the hosting
PM. Accordingly, we characterize the network I/O contention by using a notion of demand-supply ratio of the

TABLE 3: Key notations in our estimation model.
Notation
υj
ρj
ti
ωj
γid
θid
ξid
κx
M, N, T

Definition
Estimated network I/O interference on a PM Pj
Estimated CPU resource contention on a PM Pj
Estimated migration time of a VM Vi
Estimated migration interference on a PM Pj
Estimated network I/O interference caused by a
migrated VM Vi co-located on a PM Pd
Estimated CPU resource contention caused by a
migrated VM Vi co-located on a PM Pd
Estimated cache and memory bandwidth interference
caused by a VM Vi co-located on a PM Pd
Normalized parameter for a variable x with respect
to its maximum values in one round of migration
Estimated VM migration interference, VM co-location
interference, and the overall performance interference

total number of network interrupts observed in VMs to
that observed in domain-0. Intuitively, the higher such
a demand-supply ratio is, the more severe the network
I/O contention becomes. Furthermore, we observe that
the network throughput of VMs tends to fluctuate wildly
under severe network I/O contention. To capture such
effects, we also take into account the variation coefficient
of network throughput of VMs, which is defined as the
ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of network
throughput of VMs.
We assume that time t is slotted (e.g., one second
per slot). During a period of τ time slots, the network
throughput of VM Vi is sampled as Hi (t, τ ) = {Hi (t −
τ ), Hi (t − τ + 1), . . . , Hi (t − 1)}. Likewise, the number
of network interrupts of Vi is sampled as Ii (t, τ ) =
{Ii (t − τ ), Ii (t − τ + 1), . . . , Ii (t − 1)}. Then, we calculate
the mean µih and standard deviation σih of Hi (t, τ ), and
the mean µit of Ii (t, τ ) for each VM, including the mean
µ1t for the domain-0 (i.e., V1 ). Suppose we have αj VMs
hosted on the PM Pj including domain-0, we estimate
their network I/O interference υj on the PM Pj as Eq. (1),
which will be qualitatively validated in Sec. 5.1.
αj
P

αj

υj = fυ (σih , µih , µit ) ≈

X σih
+
µ
i=2 ih

µit

i=2

µ1t

(1)

.

We next estimate the CPU resource contention among
VMs based on the VCPU scheduling mechanisms [26].
As demonstrated in Sec. 2.2, more active VMs (VCPUs)
hosted by a PM will lead to heavier CPU resource contention, which can be characterized by another ratio of
the total CPU “demands” of co-located VMs to the CPU
“supply” of the hosting PM. Specifically, we calculate
the sum of the CPU utilization and percentage of VCPU
queueing time observed in a VM as its CPU “demand,”
and the number of PCPUs on the hosting PM as its CPU
“supply.” Accordingly, the CPU resource contention ρj
on a PM Pj is estimated by
αj
P

ρj = fρ (V Uic , Qi , Ni , Nj ) ≈

(V Uic + Qi ) · Ni

i=1

Nj

,

(2)
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where V Uic and Qi denote the CPU utilization and
percentage of the VCPU queueing time observed in a
VM Vi , respectively. Ni is the number of VCPUs hosted
by Vi , and Nj is the number of PCPUs hosted by Pj .
By combining the two essential models above, we
estimate the migration interference ωj on co-located VMs
hosted by a migration source or destination PM Pj as
ωj = fω (υj , ρj ) ≈ κυ · υj + κρ · ρj ,

(3)

where κυ and κρ are the parameters that normalize the
variables υj , ρj with respect to their respective maximum values obtained across all migration source and
destination PMs during one round of VM migration. In
particular, κυ is set to zero if the datacenter adopts a
dedicated migration network, as discussed in Sec. 2.1. κρ
is set to zero if the datacenter statically pins the VCPU(s)
of domain-0 to non-shared PCPU(s). We will validate the
effectiveness of the iAware model in a cloud platform
with a dedicated migration network in Sec. 5.2.
In addition, to evaluate the migration interference on
the migrated VMs, we also incorporate another key
factor, the VM migration time, into our estimation model.
Specifically, the major factors impacting VM migration
time are the memory size mi , memory dirtying rate Di
of the VM to be migrated Vi , and the available network
bandwidth Ri [13] for Vi as well as the number of
concurrent migrations ci [8] with Vi . For simplicity, we
approximately calculate the migration time ti as
mi · ci
.
(4)
ti = ft (mi , ci , Ri , Di ) ≈
Ri − Di
In summary, the VM migration interference M on the
migration source PM Ps and destination PM Pd as well
as the migrated VM Vi can be characterized as
M = fM (ωs , ωd , ti ) ≈ ωs + ωd + κt · ti ,

(5)

where ωs and ωd are the migration interference on Ps
and Pd , respectively. Similar to κυ and κρ in Eq. (3), the
parameter κt normalizes the VM migration time ti with
respect to its maximum value of all possible choices of
VMs to be migrated in one round of VM migration.
3.2 Demand-Supply Model of VM Co-location Interference
According to our key findings in Sec. 2.2, VM co-location
interference is mainly caused by the contention of shared
and constrained network bandwidth, CPU, as well as
the cache and memory bandwidth, with the condition
of non-overlapped memory allocated to each active VM.
This guides us to model VM co-location interference
as a function of network I/O contention, CPU resource
contention, cache and memory bandwidth contention on migration destination PMs. We assume that the datacenter
is provisioned with homogeneous or similar types of
PMs [35].
First, we estimate the network I/O interference caused
by a migrated VM Vi co-located on the destination PM

Pd . Based on Xen I/O mechanisms [27], we can infer
that if a VM with heavy network I/O “demand” is migrated to a destination PM with constrained bandwidth
“supply” and severe network I/O contention (i.e., υd ),
then the I/O throughput of other co-located VMs on the
destination PM is more likely to deteriorate. Specifically,
we use the mean value of network interrupts µit inside
Vi as its network I/O “demand,” the maximum network
interrupts µdt that Pd can sustain per time slot as its
network I/O “supply.” The network I/O contention υd
on Pd is estimated by Eq. (1). Accordingly, we estimate
the network I/O interference γid by
γid = fγ (µit , µdt , υd ) ≈

µit
+ υd .
µdt

(6)

We next estimate the CPU resource contention caused
by a migrated VM Vi co-located on the destination PM
Pd . The VCPU scheduling mechanisms [26] elaborated in
Sec. 2.2 implies that a VM with a large amount of CPU
computation “demand” migrated to a destination PM
with scarce CPU resource “supply” will lead to heavy
CPU resource contention. Similar to Eq. (6) above, we
estimate the CPU resource contention θid as
θid = fγ (di , Nd , ρd ) ≈

di
+ ρd ,
Nd

(7)

where di denotes the CPU resource “demand” of Vi . Both
the number of PCPUs Nd and CPU resource contention
before migration ρd denote the CPU resource “supply”
of Pd . Specifically, as in Sec. 3.1, di is calculated as the
CPU utilization plus the percentage of VCPU queueing
time observed in Vi , and ρd can be calculated by Eq. (2).
We finally estimate the cache and network bandwidth
interference caused by a migrated VM Vi co-located
on the destination PM Pd . Guided by the analysis in
Sec. 2.2, we infer that the contention on cache space
and memory bandwidth tends to become severe, if a VM
with large cache and memory bandwidth consumption
is migrated to a destination PM with scarce remaining
cache and memory bandwidth resource. Accordingly, we
construct two demand-supply ratios of the cache space
and memory bandwidth “demands” of Vi to the remaining cache space and memory bandwidth “supplies” on
Pd , respectively, which are combined together to estimate
the cache and memory bandwidth interference ξid as
ξid = fξ (P Um , V Um , sdp , siv ) ≈

V Uim
β · siv
+
, (8)
1 − P Udm 1 − sdp

where V Uim and P Udm denote the memory utilization
on Vi and Pd , respectively. siv and sdp denote the cache
miss ratio on Vi and Pd , respectively. In particular, β ∈
(0, 1] is a scale factor of siv to estimate the “demand” of
cache space consumption in Vi (i.e., the cache miss ratio
obtained in Vi running alone on a PM). We empirically
set the factor β as one minus the cache miss ratio of the
migration source PM.
Combining the three essential models above, VM colocation interference N caused by a migrated VM Vi on
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the destination PM Pd is estimated as
N = fN (γid , θid , ξid ) ≈ κγ · γid + κθ · θid + κξ · ξid ,

(9)

where κγ , κθ and κξ are the parameters that normalize
each variable γid , θid , ξid with respect to their respective
maximum values, obtained across all possible choices of
VMs to be migrated and their corresponding migration
destination PMs in one round of VM migration. In
particular, κθ is set to zero if the datacenter assigns each
active VM with non-shared PCPU(s). We will qualitatively validate the model above in Sec. 5.1.
In summary, the overall VM performance interference
T can be considered as a function of the estimated VM
migration interference M in Eq. (5) and VM co-location
interference N in Eq. (9), which is given by
T = fT (M, N ) ≈ a · (κM · M ) + b · (κN · N ).

(10)

For numerical stability, the parameters κM and κN normalize interference values M , N with respect to their
respective maximum values, obtained across all possible
choices of VMs to be migrated and their corresponding
migration destination PMs in one round of VM migration. In particular, a and b are the relative weights of VM
migration interference versus VM co-location interference, respectively, and a + b = 1. By tuning the values of
a and b, our iAware VM live migration strategy is flexible
enough to selectively switch our design choices between
different aspects of performance interference during and
after VM migration, as demonstrated in Sec. 5.2.3.

4 A N I NTERFERENCE -AWARE VM M IGRATION
S TRATEGY
Based on both the empirical understanding and simple
estimation model of VM performance interference in
previous sections, we present iAware in Algorithm 1
for making decisions on which candidate VMs are to be
migrated to which PMs, in order to jointly mitigate both
the VM migration interference and co-location interference in a holistic manner. In particular, when or whether
to migrate VMs can be periodically evaluated by load
balancing, power saving or any other VM (or server)
managements in datacenters, rather than by iAware.
When one or multiple VMs V need to be migrated
for achieving load balancing or power saving in datacenters, iAware first selects a subset C of candidate
VM(s) with the least estimated migration interference on
the running VMs hosted by source PM(s). Then, iAware
decides which PM(s) can serve as the potential migration
destination for those candidate VM(s) in C, by further
estimating VM co-location interference. Specifically, for
each pair of VM in C and available PM, iAware infers
whether the PM can host the VM, according to the VM
assignment constraint on the memory capacity [28]. Only
capable PMs are the candidate destinations worthwhile
for jointly calculating both the estimated migration interference and co-location interference, according to our
simple multi-resource demand-supply model in Sec. 3.

Algorithm 1: iAware: interference-aware VM live migration strategy.
Input: (1) k potential candidate VMs for migration
V = {V1 , V2 , · · · , Vk }, (2) l available PMs P = {P1 , P2 , · · · , Pl }.
Output: Selected VM to be migrated and migration destination PM.
Symbol: (1) M , N , T , ωj , ti , κx are listed in Table 3, (2) the subset
of candidate VMs for migration C.
Step a). Select candidate VM(s) with the least estimated migration
interference on the migration source PM(s).
1: Initialize ωmin ← inf, C ← ∅;
2: for all VM Vi ∈ V do
3:
ωs ← Eq. (3) for computing migration interference on the
source PM hosting Vi ;
4:
if ωmin > ωs then
5:
ωmin ← ωs ; C ← Vi ;
6:
else if ωmin == ωs then
7:
C ← C ∪ {Vi };
8:
end if
9: end for
Step b). Identify a pair of VM to be migrated and destination PM by
jointly minimizing VM migration and co-location interference.
10: Initialize Tmin ← inf, Vmin ← −1, Pmin ← −1;
11: for all VM Vi ∈ C do
12:
for all PM Pj ∈ P capable of hosting Vi do
13:
ωd ← Eq. (3) with (Vi , Pj ) for computing migration
interference on the destination PM;
14:
M ← ωmin + ωd + κt · ti according to Eq. (5);
15:
N ← Eq. (9) with (Vi , Pj ) for computing co-location
interference on the destination PM;
16:
T ← a · (κM · M ) + b · (κN · N ) according to Eq. (10);
17:
if Tmin > T then
18:
Tmin ← T ; Vmin ← i; Pmin ← j;
19:
end if
20:
end for
21: end for
22: return Vmin and Pmin as the selected VM and PM indices in V
and P, respectively.

After iteratively electing the appropriate destination PM
for each VM in C, iAware can identify a pair of VM and
PM with the minimum overall performance interference.
Given the detailed notations in Algorithm 1, the complexity of the iAware strategy is determined by the
number of candidate VMs for migration |C| and the
number of available PMs l. Suppose the total number of
PMs in the datacenter is m, the worst-case for strategy
computation is in the order of O(m · k), when the total
k VMs in V are selected as the candidate VMs for
migration (i.e., C = V), and all PMs in the datacenter are
available for migration (i.e., l = m). In practice, given
the average number of VMs hosted on a PM Nvm in the
datacenter, we have m ≈ Nkvm . Hence, the complexity
of the iAware strategy can be further simplified as: (1)
O(m · k) ≈ O(k 2 ) in the scenario of a PM hosting less
than tens of VMs on average, e.g., Nvm = 5 without VM
over-subscription, or (2) O(m · k) ≈ O(k) in the scenario
of a PM hosting hundreds of VMs on average, e.g.,
Nvm = 100 by VM over-subscription. We will validate
the computational complexity of iAware in Sec. 5.3.
The iAware strategy can be iterative if multiple rounds
of VM migrations are required for reaching a given
degree of load balancing or power saving χ. As we will
demonstrate in Sec. 5.2, iAware is flexible and lightweight
enough to be incorporated into existing VM migration
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Fig. 7: Timing and operation process of iAware, where Tc and Tm are
the communication interval and migration decision interval, respectively:
(a) first, when or whether to migrate VMs is evaluated by VM (or server)
managements in datacenters at tm , (b) Algorithm 1 execution, which
is enabled based on the resource utilization information of PMs and
VMs collected in the last communication interval [t0 , t0 + Tc ], takes a
processing time of Ta to make the migration decision, (c) following the
decision, the live migration is performed with a duration of Tmig , (d)
then, Algorithm 1 sleeps for Ts until the next migration decision interval.

and consolidation policies (e.g., [4], [7]) in a complementary manner, for mitigating extra performance loss in
the cloud. To avoid excessive rounds of VM migrations,
the iteration of the iAware strategy terminates when any
of the following three simple conditions holds: (1) the
total rounds of VM migrations exceed a threshold which
is equal to the number of potential candidate VMs for
migration k, (2) the degree of load balancing or power
saving χi for i-th iteration is worse than χi−1 for the
previous iteration, (3) χi surpasses the target χ given
by datacenter operators. The iteration-exit conditions of
iAware will be validated in Sec. 5.2. Please also refer
to the online supplementary material for detailed pseudocode and additional experimental results.
More Specifically, Fig. 7 illustrates the timing and
operation process of the iAware strategy with two types
of time intervals: (1) the aforementioned communication
interval Tc for periodic information collection, and (2)
the migration decision interval Tm for one round of
the iAware strategy execution, which consists of the
processing time Ta of Algorithm 1, migration time Tmig
of the migrated VM and sleep time Ts of Algorithm 1
after the VM migration. To avoid frequent and noisy
migrations, the migration decision interval, which can
be flexibly determined by the system administrator, is
relatively longer than the communication interval, such
as ranging from minutes (e.g., 5 minutes in VMware
Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) [36]) to one hour.

5

VM0
VMn
Xen VMM

t0

(d) sleep

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

In this section, we carry out a series of experiments using
mixed types of representative workloads in Table 1, to
evaluate the effectiveness of our estimation model of VM
performance interference and VM migration strategy of
iAware. Specifically, we demonstrate the performance
gain and runtime overhead of iAware, in comparison
to both the First-Fit Decreasing (FFD) [7] and Sandpiper [4] algorithms. Furthermore, complementary largescale simulations are conducted to validate the scalability
of iAware.
We implement a prototype of iAware with 3, 600 lines
of C code, based on our Xen virtualized cluster platform
illustrated in Fig. 8, which includes: (1) Enterprise-class
PMs (described in Sec. 2) that host running VMs. Inside

Xenoprof
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Interference-aware VM migration
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Fig. 8: Implementation of iAware upon a Xen virtualized cluster.

each VM (including domain-0), we use our aforementioned tracing tool together with xenoprof [30] to record
V U , P U , the cache miss ratio. In addition, the number
of network interrupts is measured using the Linux tool
“vmstat”, and VM memory dirtying rate can be obtained
by tracking the shadow page tables in Xen as in [13]. (2)
Central server(s) with iAware that periodically communicates with all active VMs to collect the information
of multi-dimensional resource consumption in our Xen
virtualized cluster. To reduce the communication and
computation overhead of servers, we set the communication interval to 10 seconds, and simply input the average
of resource utilization of PMs and VMs during the last
communication interval in the iAware strategy. When one
or multiple VMs need to be migrated for load balancing
or power saving, iAware on the central server(s) will
estimate VM performance interference through the simple multi-resource demand-supply model in Sec. 3, and
apply the interference-aware strategy in Sec. 4 to make
VM migration decisions accordingly.
5.1

Validating Estimation Models of VM Interference

We first validate the iAware model of network I/O interference in Sec. 3.1. To this end, we use IxChariot console
version 5.4 and endpoint version 5.1 [37], which are the
leading testing tools for real-world network applications,
to generate network I/O demands in three co-located
VMs on a PM for emulating different network I/O
contention scenarios. Specifically, we statically set the
network throughput of vm01 and vm02 to 200 Mbps
and 400 Mbps, respectively, and gradually vary the
network throughput of vm03 from 100 Mbps to 1, 000
Mbps with the step of 100 Mbps. We record their actual
I/O throughput and network interrupts for 10 seconds
to estimate the network I/O interference υj by Eq. (1),
and calculate the overall I/O throughput degradation
of the three co-located VMs according to the performance degradation metric defined in Sec. 2.2. As shown
in Fig. 9(a), the estimated network I/O interference
follows the trend of actual I/O throughput degradation
of the three VMs, which validates the effectiveness of
our estimation model of network I/O interference.
Next, we validate the iAware model of co-location
interference caused by the migrated VM at the destination PM in Sec. 3.2. In particular, we conduct experiments with two PMs (i.e., pm01, pm02), which act as
the migration source and destination PMs, respectively.

Interference Value
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2
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1
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0
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800
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Fig. 10: Initial placement of VMs and workloads on each PM in our Xen
virtualized cluster with CPU over-subscription.
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Fig. 9: Validation of the estimation model: (a) The estimated network I/O
interference and actual I/O throughput degradation of the three VMs, as
the network throughput of vm03 varies from 100 Mbps to 1, 000 Mbps.
(b) The estimated co-location interference caused by vm01 migrated
from pm01 to pm02, as the number of VMs on pm02 varies from 1 to 10.

pm01 hosts the VM vm01 to be migrated, and pm02
hosts various numbers of VMs from 1 to 10. Each VM
runs the mcf application of SPECCPU2006 [21]. We
record P U , V U and cache statistics in PMs and VMs,
and estimate VM co-location interference N caused by
vm01 migrated on pm02 by Eq. (9). As the number of
VMs on pm02 increases in Fig. 9(b), we observe that
migrating vm01 on pm01 to pm02 would incur severe
VM co-location interference, which captures the actual
trend of performance degradation experienced by the
mcf application in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the effectiveness
of the iAware strategy using such qualitative estimations
will be further demonstrated by Sec. 5.2.
5.2

W2

Effectiveness and Overhead of iAware

We further examine the effectiveness and runtime overhead of iAware under mixed types of benchmark workloads in Table 1. Specifically, we use W1 , W2 , W3 , W4 ,
and W5 to denote the VMs hosting SPECCPU2006 [21],
netperf v2.5.0 [22], Hadoop v0.20.203.0 [23], NASA parallel benchmark (NPB) v3.3.1 [24], and SPECweb2005 [25],
respectively. By assigning each type of workloads with a
group of 10 VMs, we have 50 VMs in our Xen virtualized
cluster in total. The VMs are configured as small or large
VM instances as elaborated in Sec. 2. We use WxL to
denote a large VM instance hosting a workload x, and
Wx∼y to denote a sequence of VMs from Wx to Wy ,
where x, y ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and x < y. Fig. 10 shows
the initial placement of VMs and workloads across PMs,
where the CPU resource of P1 , P2 , P4 , P5 and P6 is oversubscribed for hosting VMs.
In particular, the workload performance is measured
as network throughput, application execution durations
or the number of successfully served requests. Specifically, the performance results of SPECCPU and netperf are the average across the instances hosting them
on the migration source and destination PMs, whereas
Hadoop, NPB, and SPECweb retrieve their performance
results from their respective “master” instances, which
coordinate other “slave” instances to finish the assigned
jobs. To make performance evaluation accurate, we run
workloads 5 times when examining each VM migration
strategy, and illustrate our performance results with
error bars of standard deviations. We initially set the
execution duration of workloads to 450 seconds.

5.2.1 Performance Comparison of Different Strategies
We first consider a general scenario for VM migration, by
setting the VMs hosted on P2 as the potential candidate
VMs for migration and {P1 , P3 , P4 , · · · , P9 } as the available PMs. Fig. 11 illustrates the VM migration decisions
made by the FFD [7] algorithm for power saving and the
Sandpiper [4] algorithm for load balancing, compared to
iAware in Algorithm 1. We observe that: (1) both FFD
and Sandpiper select the large VM instance W1L as the
candidate VM to be migrated from P2 , while iAware
selects a small VM instance W3 . (2) FFD and Sandpiper
choose P3 and P7 as the migration destination PMs,
respectively, while iAware chooses another PM P8 .
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Fig. 11: VM migration decisions made by FFD, Sandpiper and iAware
strategies.

The rationale is that FFD prefers to migrate the VM
with the largest CPU and memory size to the first-fit
PM, according to the VM assignment constraint on the
memory capacity [28]. Sandpiper prefers to migrate the
most loaded VM to the least loaded PM. In particular, the
most loaded VM is actually the VM with the maximum
volume-to-memory-size ratio [4], where the volume of
a VM is calculated with its virtual resource utilization
as (1−V Uc )·(1−V1Um )·(1−V Un ) . Our tracing tool reveals that
W1L consumes almost 100% of CPU usage and 90%
of memory, and hence it is selected by Sandpiper to
be migrated to P7 , which is the least loaded PM according to (1−P Uc )·(1−P1Um )·(1−P Un ) [4]. In contrast, by
estimating that W3 has the least estimated VM migration
interference on the source PM, iAware chooses it to be
migrated to P8 with the least estimated VM co-location
interference, so as to jointly minimize VM performance
interference both during and after VM migration.
Fig. 12(a) compares the normalized performance of
representative benchmark workloads with FFD, Sandpiper and iAware strategies in one round of VM migration. We observe that iAware is able to improve the
performance by around 45%-65% for network-intensive
workloads (i.e., netperf), and 16%-28% for workloads
that are CPU, memory and network-intensive (i.e., SPECCPU, Hadoop, NPB and SPECweb), as compared to
FFD and Sandpiper. To look into the performance gain
obtained by iAware, we further examine the performance
of VMs over time during and after VM migration in
Fig. 12(b) and Fig. 12(c). We observe that both FFD and
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Fig. 12: Workload performance comparison with FFD, Sandpiper and iAware VM migration strategies. We show the aggregated performance
(normalized by using FFD as a baseline) in a cloud platform with (a) a shared network and (d) a dedicated migration network. We also show the
performance of VMs over time on both the migration source and destination PMs, in terms of (b) network throughput (i.e., netperf) and (c) CPU
utilization (i.e., NPB) during and after VM migration.

Sandpiper severely degrade the network throughput and
CPU utilization of VMs compared to iAware.
The rationale is that, the VMs for migration selected by
FFD and Sandpiper (e.g., W1L ) have a large VM size and
a high memory dirtying rate. Moreover, the migration
destination PMs selected by FFD and Sandpiper (i.e.,
P3 , P7 ) have constrained CPU, memory and network
resources. Such migration decisions would incur more
severe CPU, memory and network I/O interference on
both the source and destination PMs, and thus affect
VM performance for a longer duration than iAware. In
contrast, iAware chooses to migrate W3 on P2 to P8 ,
which leads to the least CPU, network I/O and memory
bandwidth contention during and after VM migration.
In addition, we examine the effectiveness of iAware in
the cloud platform with a dedicated migration network.
Both FFD and Sandpiper make the same migration decisions as in the cloud platform with a shared network,
since they do not distinguish these two platforms. Using
the migration interference model Eq. (3) in Sec. 3.1,
iAware is adaptive to the cloud platforms with and
without a dedicated migration network. As explained in
Sec. 2.1, the dedicate migration network could eliminate
the migration interference on the network I/O resource.
In such a scenario, it would cause the least performance interference for iAware to migrate W3 (i.e., a CPUmoderate workload) on P2 to P9 , which has constrained
network resources and a sufficient amount of CPU
resources. Fig. 12(d) shows the normalized workload
performance in a cloud platform with a dedicated migration network. We observe that the performance gain
for netperf application is almost eliminated, compared
to that in the platform with a shared network shown
in Fig. 12(a). Such an observation is consistent with our
analysis in Sec. 2.1. In contrast, the performance gain for
the other workloads still exists, as migration interference
on the CPU resource and co-location interference are
both minimized by the iAware strategy.
5.2.2 Strategy Cooperation for Load Balancing and
Power Saving
Moreover, we examine whether iAware can cooperate
with existing VM migration policies in a complementary
manner. We first conduct an experimental case study for
achieving load balancing by incorporating iAware into
Sandpiper [4] (denoted as iAware-Sandpiper). To allow

multiple VM live migrations, we extend the running
durations of workloads to 1050 seconds. Given that one
migration process lasts for 60 – 200 seconds as shown
in Sec. 2.1 and the sleep time of iAware after migration
is empirically set as 60 seconds in our platform, the
running time of 1050 seconds can support up to 4 – 8
1050
1050
c = 4, b 60+60
c = 8) live migrations, which
(i.e., b 200+60
meets our requirement to examine the effectiveness of
iAware in load balancing and power saving scenarios.
Essentially, our experiment results can be generalized to
the other scenarios for VM migration in datacenters, such
as hardware update and server maintenance.
We employ the hotspot detection strategy from Sandpiper [4] to trigger VM migration, according to the setting of CPU usage threshold (i.e., 75%). Under the initial
VM placement in Fig. 10, the CPU consumption on P1
and P2 exceeds the CPU usage threshold, and thus one
or multiple VMs on P1 and P2 need to be migrated for
load balancing on CPU usage in our cluster. We choose
those VMs with their PCPU utilization greater than 75%
on P1 and P2 as the set of potential candidate VMs
for migration V. Accordingly, the original Sandpiper
chooses to migrate W1L on P2 to P7 , and W1 on P1
to P8 , respectively, while iAware-Sandpiper chooses to
migrate W4 on P2 to P8 , and W4 on P1 to P9 , sequentially.
Hence, the total rounds of migration under both iAwareSandpiper and the original Sandpiper are 2, which shows
that the iteration rounds of our strategy can be wellcontrolled by the exit conditions as elaborated in Sec. 4.
Fig. 13(a) compares the normalized workload performance with the original Sandpiper, iAware-Sandpiper
strategies and the base case without VM migration. We
observe that iAware-Sandpiper outperforms the original
Sandpiper by 7%-32%. However, the performance of netperf application under Sandpiper and iAware-Sandpiper
becomes worse than that in the base case. The reason
is that the network-intensive workload (i.e., netperf) is
significantly affected by VM live migration process, as
we have analyzed in Sec. 2.1. The performance of NPB
workload under iAware-Sandpiper is much better than
that with the original Sandpiper and the base case, as
iAware-Sandpiper migrates the two VMs W4 (i.e., NPB)
to the least loaded PMs P8 and P9 , respectively, which
incurs the least contention on CPU, cache and memory bandwidth resources. After these VM migrations
have been performed, the standard deviations of CPU
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Fig. 13: Workload performance comparison: (a) under Sandpiper and iAware-Sandpiper VM
migration strategies, for achieving load balancing on CPU usage in the datacenter; (b) with FFD
and iAware-FFD VM consolidation strategies, for achieving power saving in the datacenter.

utilization of all PMs in our cluster under Sandpiper
and iAware-Sandpiper have become 0.1634 and 0.1422,
respectively. This implies that iAware-Sandpiper can balance the CPU utilization of all PMs across the cluster as
well as the original Sandpiper, while mitigating an additional performance loss during and after VM migration.
Furthermore, iAware is also able to cooperate with
existing VM consolidation policies for achieving power
saving, such as the classic FFD [7] algorithm. Specifically,
we incorporate iAware into FFD (denoted as iAwareFFD) and compare the workload performance with the
original FFD and iAware-FFD. In particular, this power
saving scenario can be viewed as a special case of iAware,
as all the VMs hosted on under-utilized PMs should be
migrated. Then, iAware-FFD does not need to choose the
cost-effective VMs for migration. It only needs to choose
the cost-effective destination PMs among available PMs.
Under the initial VM placement in Fig. 10, both FFD
and iAware-FFD choose to migrate the VMs on P7 to
other PMs, as P7 is the least loaded PM in the cluster
according to (1−P Uc )·(1−P1Um )·(1−P Un ) [4]. Suppose that
all PMs except the source PM P7 could serve as the
candidate destination PMs under FFD and iAware-FFD.
iAware-FFD migrates W3 to P8 , W4 to P9 and another W4
to P8 , sequentially, with the least estimated performance
interference. In contrast, FFD migrates W4 to P1 , another
W4 and W3 to P3 , sequentially, as P1 and P3 are the firstfit PMs for these VMs to be migrated. The total rounds of
migration under both FFD and iAware-FFD are 3 as the
three VMs on P7 need to be migrated for power saving.
Fig. 13(b) compares the normalized workload performance with FFD and iAware-FFD strategies. We observe
that all the workloads achieve much better performance
under iAware-FFD than that with the original FFD by
15%-30%. This is because FFD is oblivious to VM performance interference and greedily consolidates VMs on a
PM, which makes P1 and P3 over-subscribe more VMs.
Accordingly, the workloads on the two PMs will take
more time to complete. In particular, the performance
of NPB and netperf applications is much better than the
other workloads. The rationale is that, FFD migrates two
VMs of W4 (i.e., NPB) to the most loaded PMs P1 and P3 ,
respectively, which would incur severe VM performance
interference on CPU and network I/O resources. In
contrast, iAware-FFD seeks to alleviate such performance
loss during VM consolidation by selecting PMs with the
least estimated performance interference for W3 and W4 .

SPECCPU

netperf

Hadoop

NPB

SPECweb

Fig. 14: Performance comparison of representative benchmark workloads using the iAware VM
migration strategy with various design choices,
i.e., OM, EMC, OC and MFC.

To examine the power efficiency of the cluster handled
by FFD and iAware-FFD VM consolidation strategies, we
estimate the power consumption of clusters as a roughly
linear function of the average CPU utilization ut of PMs,
which is empirically verified by the realistic statistics in
Google datacenters [38]. Specifically, the power function
is given by P (ut ) = F (n) + n · (Ppeak − Pidle ) · (2ut − urt ),
where n is the number of PMs in a datacenter; the factor
r is an empirical constant equal to 1.4; Fn , Ppeak and Pidle
are constant values. As captured by our resource tracing
tool, the average CPU utilization of PMs after VM migrations with FFD and iAware-FFD is 0.5116 and 0.5456,
respectively. Accordingly, the variable part (2ut − urt )
of the power consumption P (ut ) with FFD and iAwareFFD is 0.6319 and 0.663, respectively, which implies that
the cluster power consumption under iAware-FFD tends
to be slightly higher than that under FFD. As a result,
iAware-FFD can achieve better workload performance
with an acceptable cost of power consumption, as compared to greedy VM consolidation strategies.
5.2.3

Flexible Design Choices of iAware

In addition, iAware can provide flexible design choices
for cloud service providers by fine tuning the relative
weights of VM migration interference versus VM colocation interference, denoted as a and b in Eq. (10)
of Sec. 3. By treating the VMs on P2 as the potential
candidate VMs for migration, we examine the migration
decisions and workload performance under the iAware
strategy with four representative design choices: (1)
EMC: a = 0.5, b = 0.5, equally considering VM migration
and co-location interference; (2) OM: a = 1, b = 0,
only considering VM migration interference; (3) OC:
a = 0, b = 1, only considering VM co-location interference; (4) MFC: a = 0.3, b = 0.7, jointly considering VM
migration and co-location interference while putting an
emphasis on the latter. We observe that iAware migrates
W3 on P2 to P8 and W5 on P2 to P7 under EMC and
OM configurations, respectively. For both OC and MFC
configurations, iAware migrates W4 on P2 to P9 .
Fig. 14 shows that different choices of a and b are suitable for different types of workloads: (1) OC and MFC
configurations achieve slightly better performance of
CPU-intensive workloads (i.e., SPECCPU) than OM and
EMC configurations. (2) The performance of networkintensive workloads (i.e., netperf) under the OM configuration outperforms that under the EMC, OC and MFC

5.2.4 Overhead of iAware
Finally, we evaluate the runtime overhead of iAware in
terms of CPU and network I/O consumption on both
the central server(s) and VMs in our Xen virtualized
cluster. First, we periodically record the total amount of
network communication traffic on the central server(s),
which is around 35600 bytes every 10 seconds. This is
marginal for a 1 Gbps network switch in a datacenter.
Second, we examine the CPU usage of our prototype,
incurred by the iAware strategy in Algorithm 1 and our
resource tracing tool as elaborated in Sec. 5. Specifically,
we compare the performance of benchmark workloads
with and without our iAware prototype which disables
the VM migration function. We find that the benchmark
scores of CPU-intensive workloads (i.e., mcf of SPECCPU2006 [21]) are affected by around one second due to
the CPU overhead of iAware. These collectively show that
iAware incurs marginal CPU and network I/O overhead
for strategy computation and information collection of
multi-dimensional resource utilization of PMs and VMs.
5.3

Validating Scalability of iAware

To examine the scalability of iAware and obtain complementary insights, we also conduct trace-driven simulations using the realistic WorldCup98 Web trace [39].
By replaying 50, 000 seconds of such trace starting from
1998/06/01 22:00:01 to 1998/06/02 11:53:21 on a small
VM instance hosting the RUBiS Web server [40], we
record the resource utilization per second. Then, we
extract each continuous 10 seconds of such measured
resource utilization to represent the resource consumption for different VMs. With these input into the central
server of our iAware prototype, we increase the scale of
the datacenter by: (1) setting the average number of VMs
hosted on a PM (i.e., Nvm ) to 5 or 16 and varying the
number of PMs from 7 to 1, 000, (2) setting Nvm to 100
and varying the number of PMs from 5 to 50. Thus, we
not only check the running time of the iAware strategy
by varying the number of potential candidate VMs for
migration from 10 to 5, 000, but also sample the memory
consumption of the iAware strategy by varying the total
number of VMs in the datacenter from 10 to 5, 000.
As shown in Fig. 15(a), the running time of iAware
increases quadratically as the number of potential candidate VMs for migration increases when Nvm = 5 or 16,
while the running time of iAware is linear to the number
of potential candidate VMs for migration when Nvm
increases to 100, which is consistent with our complexity
analysis in Sec. 4. Specifically, iAware can be finished
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configurations by 6%-32%. (3) EMC configuration improves the performance of workloads that are both CPU
and network-intensive (i.e., Hadoop, NPB, SPECWeb) by
3%-13% compared with OM, OC and MFC configurations. These design implications can be adopted by cloud
service providers to adjust the iAware strategy to adapt
to various types of application workloads on demand.
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Fig. 15: Scalability of the iAware strategy in Algorithm 1: (a) running time
of the iAware strategy under different numbers of potential candidate
VMs for migration, and (b) memory consumption of the iAware strategy
under different numbers of VMs in the datacenter, where the number of
VMs varies from 100 to 5, 000 in the scenarios from 5 VMs per PM to
100 VMs per PM, respectively.

within 1 second when the datacenter scales up to 2, 500
VMs. Fig. 15(b) shows that the memory consumption
of the iAware strategy in the three scenarios are almost
linear to the scale of the datacenter, as iAware requires
additional memory to store the collected information of
resource utilization of PMs and VMs for its computation. In more detail, the iAware strategy only consumes
around 3 MB memory at the central server, even when
the datacenter scales up to 5, 000 VMs.

6
6.1

R ELATED W ORK
VM Migration Interference

There have been works on measuring and studying VM
migration interference in CPU and memory-intensive
scenarios. For instance, [41] quantified VM migration
interference as a linear function of the total amount of
memory allocated to the VMs to be migrated. [31] conducted offline measurements of VM migration interference for representative multi-tier Web applications. Complementary to such works, our study comprehensively
measures and analyzes VM migration interference under
CPU, cache and memory, and network-intensive scenarios, with and without a dedicated migration network
(Sec. 2.1). In particular, we carry out an in-depth examination of the multi-dimensional resource consumption
of VM migration in domain-0, which has been seldom
studied in existing works. Based on the measurements,
our multi-resource demand-supply model identifies a set
of fine-grained factors associated with the CPU, memory,
network I/O contention and migration time (Sec. 3.1),
which are more specific and complete than the existing
resource contention model [8]. Moreover, the iAware
model estimates VM migration interference online, while
prior models (e.g., [8]) mostly work offline and require
pre-runs of application workloads and VM migration.
6.2

VM Co-location Interference

There have been several studies on VM co-location interference by VM resource contention. For instance, [5]
illustrated the severity of co-location interference among
three VMs. [42] examined the relationship between the
co-location interference of two VMs and their resource
utilization. A recent study [6] quantified the co-location
interference of two VMs by the correlation of their
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resource utilization, for the consolidation of scientific
workloads. While such existing works analyzed VM colocation interference at a relatively small scale, i.e., 2-3
VMs, our work further measures the co-location interference among multiple co-located VMs and utilizes critical
factors such as the network interrupts inside VMs, VCPU
queueing time, and cache miss ratios in both PMs and
VMs (Sec. 2.2), in order to achieve the simple yet effective
estimation of VM co-location interference.
There were also works on guaranteeing performance
isolation across co-located VMs on shared resources. For
example, [33] alleviated cache and memory bandwidth
interference by compensating the impacted VMs for reserved CPU resource. [43] summarized the VM isolation
techniques on the network resource, such as installing
multiple network adapters, implementing static bandwidth allocation for VMs in the domain-0 [28], or in network adapters and switches. Different from these works,
iAware alleviates the shared memory and network bandwidth interference with optimized placement of VMs,
rather than relying on resource compensating and bandwidth capping techniques, which either require reserved
CPU (or network adapter) resources or adapt poorly to
a dynamic number of VMs in datacenters [43]. Another
approach [11] restricted CPU utilization of some victim
VMs in domain-0 to guarantee the network performance
of other co-located VMs. Commercial virtualization solution of Microsoft allocated the network bandwidth
among a dynamic number of VMs, by incorporating a
rate controller into Hyper-V [16]. Orthogonal to these VM
performance isolation solutions, we focus on mitigating
the performance impact during and after VM migration.

6.3

VM Migration and Consolidation Strategies

There exist a number of VM migration and consolidation
strategies for load balancing [4] and power saving [5]–
[7]. Yet, few of them devoted adequate attention to the
overall VM performance interference across migration
source and destination PMs, during and after the migration of VMs. They either considered VM migration
interference [8], [41] or co-location interference [5], [6],
[12] in an isolated manner (as discussed in Sec. 6.1
and Sec. 6.2). In contrast, the iAware strategy seeks to
mitigate overall VM performance interference by jointly
measuring, analyzing and minimizing the migration and
co-location interference during and after VM migration.
A latest work on VMware DRS [36] also considered the
VM migration cost on the migration source and destination PMs, and the resource contention cost. However, it
did not explicitly present a model on such performance
cost. Our work further differs from DRS in that: (1) DRS
only considers the migration cost on CPU and memory
resources. (2) DRS makes a certain migration decision as
long as its performance benefit exceeds its cost, while
iAware identifies the migration decision with the minimum estimated overall performance interference.
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C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented our design and implementation of iAware, a lightweight interference-aware
VM live migration strategy to avoid violations of performance SLAs in the cloud. iAware jointly measures, analyzes and mitigates both VM migration and co-location
interference in a holistic manner on the source and destination servers during and after VM migration. Based on
a Xen virtualized cluster platform, we show extensive
experiments of representative benchmark workloads,
conducted to practically reveal the essential relationships
between VM performance interference and key factors
from servers and VMs. Such an empirical understanding
further guides us to develop a simple multi-resource
demand-supply model to estimate and minimize both
VM migration and co-location interference. Extensive
experiments and complementary large-scale simulations
have demonstrated that iAware can qualitatively estimate
VM performance interference, and improve I/O and
network throughput and execution durations, by 65% for
network-intensive workloads and by 16%-28% for workloads that are CPU, memory and network-intensive,
as compared to the FFD and Sandpiper algorithms. In
addition, the runtime overhead of iAware in terms of
CPU consumption and network I/O is very well contained, even as it scales to thousands of VMs. Finally, we
advocate that iAware cooperates well with existing VM
migration or consolidation policies in a complementary
manner, so that load balancing or power efficiency can
be achieved without sacrificing performance.
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